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An operator valued weight is a kind of generalized conditional expectation 
from a von Neumann algebra M to a sub von Neumann algebra N. If T is a 
n.f.s. (normal, faithful, semifinite) operator valued weight from M to N, and + 
is a n.f.s. weight on N, then 4 0 T defines a n.f.s. weight on M. Our main result is 
that crpr extends 0~4, and that the map 4 + 4 0 T preserves cocycle Radon 
Nikodym derivatives. 
The work on this paper started as an attempt to simplify or at least clarify 
the dual weight construction for crossed products due to Take&i, Digernes 
and Sauvageot (cf. [18, 6, 161). If M = R(N, CX) is the crossed product of a 
von Neumann algebra N with an action a of a discrete group G, then there is a 
natural conditional expectation E: M -+ N (where N is regarded as a sub- 
algebra of M). It is not hard to prove, that in this case, the dual weight + of a 
given n.f.s. weight ‘p on N is given by C$ = v 0 E. Our goal was to prove, that 
when M = R(N, a) is the crossed product of N with an arbitrary locally compact 
group, then there exists a kind of generalized conditional expactation T from 
M to N, such that 7 = p, o T for any n.f.s. weight on N. We found that “operator 
valued weights” as defined below (Definition 2.1) would suit the purpose. 
In this and a subsequent paper [lo] we go through the general theory of operator 
valued weights, and in a third paper [l l] we will give the applications to the 
dual weight construction. The main results of these three papers were announced 
in [9]. 
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let us recall the main properties of (ordinary) weights (cf. [2, 3, 6, 81). 
A weight 4 on a von Neumann algebra M is a function 4 from M+ to [0, co], 
that satisfies 
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&ix) = X$qx) x E JI+ , A 1s 0 (homogeneity) 
f+(x + Y) = VW + 4(Y s, y E a+ (additivity). 
Put n, = {x E M 1 $(X*X) < cc> and m, = n,*n, . 
We say that 4 is normal if $(sup x,) = sup C(q) for any uniformly bounded 
increasing net of positive operators (IcJiEl . 4 isfaithjd if #(x*x) = 0 * x = 0 
and semi-jinite if n, is u-strongly dense in 11% The set of n.f.s. weights on M 
is denoted P(df). To any 4 E P(m) is associated a o-weakly continuous one 
parameter group (utd)tEIW of *-automorphisms on ACr, called the modular auto- 
morphism group. ut* is characterized by the K.M.S. conditions: 
(1) 4 is otb-invariant. 
(2) For any pair x, y E n, n tz$ there exists a bounded, continuous function 
f on the strip 0 < Im z < 1, analytic in the interior, such that 
f(t) = 4(%“(X) Y) and f(t + i> = d(rut”(x)), tER. 
Let F, be the algebra of 2 x 2-matrices with natural basis (e&-r,a . If 
$,$ E P(M) the formula 
defines a n.f.s. weight on M @I F2 . 
There exists a u-weakly continuous one parameter group (cJ?*“)~~~ of iso- 
metries on M, such that 
Put (D#: Dc$)~ = ~~~~(1). For any t E R, (DI,~: D+)$ is a unitary operator, and 
the function t --f (D#: Dq5)t is called the cocycle Radon Nikodym derivative 
for # with respect to $. If 4s is a fixed n.f.s. weight on M, the map + -+ (DC& D#,,) 
is a bijection of P(M) onto the set of up-cocycles on M, i.e. the set of strongly 
continuous functions t + ut of R into the unitary group of M, that satisfy 
In the following we list the main definitions and theorems of this paper. Recall 
that a conditional expectation is a linear map from a von Neumann algebra M 
to a subalgebra N, that satisfies: 
(1) x > 0 * C(X) > 0. 
(2) E(axb) = se(x) b XEM, a,bEN. 
(3) E(1) = 1. 
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Recently “unbounded conditional expectations” have appeared in literature 
in different settings (cf. [14] and [5, Chap. II]). Instead of shrinking the domain 
as in [14] and [5], we let the operator valued weights be defined on the whole 
positive part of M, and allow the range to contain certain unbounded “objects” 
affiliated with N. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The extended positive part N+ of the von Neumann 
algebra N, is the set of maps m: Nz --f [0, co] that satisfy: 
(1) m(V) = Wd), $EN,+, h 2 0 
(2) m(+ + #I = m(d) + 44) 9, # E NS. 
(3) m is lower semicontinuous. 
Clearly N+ can be regarded as a subset of N+ . Moreover N+ is closed under 
addition and increasing limits. For each a EN, the map x -+ a*xa, x E N+ , has 
a natural extension to N+ . (cf. Definition 1.3). If N is abelian, then N N L”(Q, p) 
for some measure space (Q, CL). In this case N+ corresponds to the set of equiv- 
alence classes of p-measurable functions on LJ with values in [0, co]. 
(cf. Example 1.7). 
DEFINITION 2.1. An operator valued weight T from h4 to N is a map T 
of iki.+ into the extended positive part N.+. of N, that satisfies 
(1) T(hx) = XT(x) XEM+, A>0 
(2) W + Y) = T(x) + T(Y) x,y~M+ 
(3) T(a*xa) = a*T(x) a XEM+, aEN. 
If T(1) = 1, then T is the restriction of a conditional expectation to M+ . 
Normality, faithfulness and semifiniteness can be defined as for ordinary weights. 
The set of n.f.s. operator valued weights from M to N is denoted P(M, N). 
Any normal weight on N has a unique normal extension to N+ (Proposition 1 .lO). 
Hence if 4 is a normal weight on N and T is a normal operator valued weight 
from M to N, then 4 o T is a well defined normal weight on M. 
Moreover if 4 E P(N) and T E P(M, N) then $ o T E P(M) (cf. Proposition 2.3). 
THEOREM 2.7. If M and N are semzjinite won Neumann algebras, and 71 
and rz n.f.s. traces on M and N respectively, then there is a unique T E P(M, N) 
such that TV 0 T = 72 . 
The proof is based on a slight generalization of the Radon Nikodym Theorem 
for weights in [15]. In Section 3 we give an algegraic characterization of the 
analytic generator (i-t ‘** for the one parameter group CI* u (cf. [l]). We let G(@) 
denote the graph of the operator. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let _V be a van Neumann algebra, and let q5, y% be two n.s.f. 
weights on N. For a, b E N the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (a, b) E G(&~) 
(2) a . ~2: L nf , n,b C n, and #(ax) = #(xb)for any s E n& . 
Theorem 3.2 is used to prove: 
THEOREM 4.7. Let T E P(M, N). Then 
lJy’(x) = o?(x), XEN, #EP(N). 
(4 0 T: 04 0 T>t = (D#: D$)t , +, II, E P(N). 
This result is well known for conditional expectations, cf. [17, Remark 
p. 3091 and [3, Lemma 1.4.41. However the methods used there cannot be 
generalized to our situation. 
1. THE EXTENDED POSITIVE PART OF A VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and M, its predual. 
A generalized positive operator affiliated with A/l is a map m: Mt + [0, co] 
satisfying 
(1) m(h$) = Am(+), + EM*‘, A > 0. 
(2) m(C + 4) = 44) + m(#), b,#~M;r. 
(3) m is lower semicontinuous. 
The set of all such maps is called the extended positive part of M, and is denoted 
ii%+ . Note that each x E M, defines an element in fi+. by q5 -+4(x), 4 E Mz . 
Hence we can regard M+ as a subset of ii%+ . 
EXAMPLE 1.2. let M be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H and 
let A be a positive selfadjoint (not necessarily bounded) operator affiliated with 
M. Let 
A = pde, 
‘0 
be the spectral resolution of A. Put 
Then mA satisfies (1) and (2) in Definition 1.1. To show (3) put x, = ]I: /\ de,, . 
Then mA(+) = SU~,,~,,,~(X,~). Hence m,, is lower semicontinuous on M: . 
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From well known properties of spectral resolutions, it follows that for 5 E H: 
Assume that A, B are two positive selfadjoint operators affiliated with M, such 
that mA = mB . Then 0(/I’/“) = D(B’/“) and /I /W2t 1) = /j B1/“e I/ Vs E D(A’/‘). 
Hence from uniqueness of polar decomposition AlI2 -= B1/*. Thus /I = B, 
which proves that the map A + mA is injective. Therefore, the set of positive 
selfadjoint operators affiliated with M, can be identified with a subset of fi+ . 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let m, n E il?+ , a E M and /\ > 0. We define hm, m + n, 
and a*ma by: 
(W(4) = Am(+) #En/l; 
(m + n)(d) = m(b) + 44) 4 E MZ 
(a*ma)($) = m(a$a*) + E Mt 
where a#a* = $(a* . a). It is easy to see that hm, m + n and a*ma belong to 
a+ . If m and n are bounded, these definitions coincide with the usual operations 
in M+ . 
Note that if (m&, is an increasing net of elements in ii?+ , then 
m(d) = y mzW9 d E Ml 
defines an element in ii?Z+ . In particular, if (mj),,J is a family of elements in 
ii?l+ , then m = xiE, m3 is again in i@+ . 
LEMMA 1.4. Let M be a won Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H, and 
let m E nil, . There exist a closed subspace K C H and a positive selfadjoint 
(not necessarily bounded) operator A on K such that 
4-4 = I 
I/ A112E II2 5 E @Al’*) 
co otherwise. 
The pair (K, A) is unique; K and A are afiliated with M. 
Proof. Let m E ii?l+ . Put s(g) = m(w3. The map s: H + [0, 001 has the 
properties: 
(1) s(V) = I h I”43 
(2) s(E + ?) + 46 - 7) = 2&Y + w?). 
(3) s is lower semicontinuous. 
(4) s(ue) = s(4) for any unitary operator in M’. 
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Put & = {[ 1 s(f) < a> and K == ic;, (closure in H). K,, and K are subspaces 
because s(f + 7) < 2(f) f 2471). S ince the map s satisfies (1) and (2), there 
exists a positive sesquilinear form (f 1 T)~ on K, , such that 
(f I a == s(f) Vf E K. 
Put K,,, = f / s(E) = O> and let L be the Hilbert space obtained by completion 
of K,/K, with respect to (5 1 [), . 
Let T be the quotient map 
Then 
T:K,,-+ K,,/K,CL 
We will prove that T is closed, regarded as an operator from K to L: 
Let (&J be a sequence in K, such that 
Since sup,,N ~(5~) = SUP,,~ 11 Tf,, /Ia < 00 and s is lower semi-continuous, 
we get s(f) < CO. Hence 5 E D(T). For a given E > 0 there is n, E N such that 
II Tf, - Tf, II < E for n, m 3 no or equivalently 
s(fn - f,) < 2 for n, m 3 t1s 
In the limit m -+ co we get s(fn - f) < 2, because s is lower semicontinuous. 
Therefore 11 T&, - Tf 11 < E for 12 > n,, . This proves that T[, -+ T-f. Hence 
T is closed. Put A = T*T. A is a selfadjoint operator on the subspace K. More- 
over 
II Al”5 II = II TE II for 6 E D(A1j2) = D(T). 
Hence the existence of the pair (K, A) is proved. The uniqueness of K is trivial 
and the uniqueness of A follows from the uniqueness of polar decomposition 
of a closed densely defined operator. K and A are affiliated with M, because s 
is invariant under the unitary group in M’. 
Remark. An immediate consequence of Lemma 1.4 is that if m E &i.+ and 
m(+) < co for any $EM*+, then there exists a positive bounded operator 
A E All, , such that m(4) = +(.4), + E Mz . 
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THEOREM 1.5. Let M be a won Neumann algebra. Each m E i@+ has a unique 
spectral resolution of the fwm 
where (e,),[,,,,[ is an increasing family of projections in M, such that X - e,, 
is strongly continuous from right, and p = 1 - lim,,, e,, . Moreover 
e, = 0 i@ m(d) > 0 for any + E M:\(O) (*) 
p=o if3r {+ E Mz 1 m(4) < co} is dense in M$ . (**) 
Proof. Let (K, A) be as in Lemma 1.5, let A = sr h de, be the spectral 
resolution of A, and let p be the projection on Kl. Obviously e,, EM for 
h E [0, co], and e, f 1 - p for h -+ 00. From well known properties of spectral 
resolutions we have: 
A’/2 = 
I 
* Pi2 de, 
0 
and 
Hence 
II A1j2t II* = jam MeAS I 0 for 5 E D(A1j2). 
15 I El for ~EK 
Moreover if p[ f 0 then m(wa) = fco, which proves that the formula 
is valid for any 5 E H. Since any 4 E Mi is a finite or infinite sum of vector 
functionals, we get 
To prove (*) and (* *) it is convenient to replace M by an amplification of M 
(cf. [7, Chap. l]), such that any 4 E Mz has the form wp for some SE H. Let 
(K, A) be as in Lemma 1.4. Then by Lemma 1.4 
e, = 0 0 A injective 0 m(w,) > 0 
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Hence (*) is proved. If p = 0, then 6 = H. Therefore (f 1 m(wg) -: ~,j = 
D(h’~) is dense in H. Let 4 E 111: ,d = wE for some E E H. Choose t,, E D(9r:a) 
such that 11 E,, -~ 5 !{ - 0. Then +,, = wg, + 4 and m(&) < ,x. This proves 
that p = 0 --- {d, E ilf$ / m($) < cc; is dense in Al: . Since 
p i 0 implies that {$ E .Wz 1 m(4) < co) is not dense in iV$. Hence (w) is 
proved. 
COROLLARY 1.6. dny m E II?+ is the pointwise limit of an illcreasing sequence 
of bounded operators in M+ 
Proof. Let m = jz h d e, + up be the spectral resolution of m. Put .rll = 
ji h de,, + np, n E N, then (a-,),,~ is an increasing sequence in Al+ and m(d) = 
lim1T-7. b(.xJ. 4 E Mi . 
EXAMPLE 1.7. Let ,J be a commutative von Neumann algebra. Then 
9 _NL~(Q, CL), where Q is a locally compact space with a Radon measure ,u. 
The predual A, is in this case Li(Q, p). 
Letf: Q -+ [0, 001 be a measurable function. Define 
Then m5 E A+ . (Use Fatous lemma). Moreover mf = m, implies f = g a.e. 
Conversely, let m E A, , then by corollary 1.6, there exists fn EL=(Q, ,u) such 
that f, is an increasing sequence, and sfn 4 dp y m(4) for any 4 E =I$ . 
Put f = supnoN fT1 . Then m(4) = so f .d 6, Vt$ E Al. This proves that 
a+ can be identified with the set of (equivalence classes) of measurable functions 
Q + [0, co]. (Compare with [7, p. 2431). 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let iV be a von Neumann algebra on a Hilbert space H, 
and let m E B(H);. We say that m is affiliated with M if &mu = m for any 
unitary in 121’. 
PROPOSITION 1.9. There is a 1 - 1 correspondance between k and the set 
of m E B(H); a@iated with M. 
Proof. Let n E AA , and put G(4) = n(+ in,), 4 E B(H): . Obviously 
E E B(H); , and n” is affiliated with Al. Note that n and 1? have the same spectral 
resolution. Conversely, let m E B(H)+ b e affiliated with M. By uniqueness of 
the spectral resolution 
m= 
s 
Ocl h de, + oop 
0 
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we have eA E M and p E M. Let n E ii?+ be given by the same spectral resolution. 
Then obviously m = ii. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. Any normal weight (b on M has a unique extension (also 
denoted+) to A?l, , such that 
(1) C(W = Mm) me&+, A30 
(2) +(nz + 4 = W4 + 4(n) m,nEII:f+ 
(3) mc f m * 5k) 7 4(m) m, , m E fi+ 
where m, 7 m means that w(mJ 7 w(m) VW E Mz . 
Proof. Let m E 2, with spectral resolution lr h de, + 00p. Put 4(m) = 
lim,,, 4(x& where x, = sz h de,, + np. By [ 151, $ has the form 4 = xie, wi 
where (w& is a family of normal functionals. Hence 
Using this formula (I), (2) and (3) are easily verified. Assume that yG is another 
extension of 4 to ll?f+ , satisfying (l), (2) and (3). Then by (3) 
This proves the uniqueness. 
Let M be a semifinite von Neumann algebra, and let T be a normal, semifinite, 
faithful trace on M. In [15] the weight 4 = T(x.) is defined for a positive self- 
adjoint operator x affiliated with M. We generalize this notation to x E fi+ and 
prove that x + 7(x.) is a bijection of ii%+ onto the set of normal (not necessarily 
semifinite) weights on M. 
Let 7 be a n.f.s. trace on a semifinite von Neumann algebra M. For N, y G M+ 
one defines 
.(x . y) = 7(xl~2y&“) E [O, cm]. 
Obviously T(X . y) = T( y . x). 
PROPOSITION 1.11. The map (x, y) + T(X . y) has a unique extension to 
il?l+ x iii?+. such that 
(1) 7(X * y) = 7( y * x) x, y E IFr, 
(2) 7 is homogeneozu and additive in both variables. 
(3) If x, 7 x and ys 7 y then T(X~ . yB) 7 T(X - y) where x, and yB are 
increasing nets on li?l+ . The extenszkz satis$es: 
(4) 7((axa*) . y) = 7(x . (a*ya)) x, y 6 A?+ , a E M. 
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Proof. For Y E AI+ we put x,, = J-i h de,, + np, where x = Jr X deA + cop 
is the spectral resolution of s. For X, y E I@+ r(.t., ym) is increasing in both 71 
and m. Put T(X . y) := SUP,,.~ 7(x,, . ym) x,y E A?+ . Obviouslv r satisfies (1). 
Let x E fi+ and put 
A@) = 7t.y . a), a E M+ 
Since $.(a) = supn ~(z$%~‘,i’), a E M+ , we get that +r is a normal weight on M. 
The unique extension of $J: to A?+ is by Proposition 1.11 given by 
Hence by Proposition 1.11 y --) T(X . y) is homogeneous, additive and normal. 
Since T(X . y) = T( y * x) (2) and (3) are p roved. The uniqueness of the extension 
follows as in the proof of Proposition 1 .l 1. To prove (4) we note that if X, y 
are Hilbert-Schmidt operators with respect to T, then 
7((uxa*) . y) = 7(x . (a*yu)). 
Since any x E A’ is the supremum of an increasing net of positive Hilbert- 
Schmidt operators (cf. [7, Chap. I, Section 61) the formula is also valid for 
X, y E IcZ+ . Then using corollary 1.6 we get (4). 
Remark. If x is a positive selfadjoint operator affiliated with M, and y is 
bounded, then our definition of T(X . y) coincides with that of [15]. 
THEOREM 1.12. Let r be a n. f.s. truce on a semijnite von Neumann algebra M. 
(1) The map x +& = 7(x’) is a homogeneous and additive bijection of ii?l+, 
onto the set of normal weights on M. Moreover 
x <r -4x <$, XJ’ElZI+ 
xi f x * 45, f A xi ) x E icI+ 
(2) Let x E &l.+ with spectral resolution .r = ST A de, + oop. Then: 
C& is faithful 9 e, = 0 (*) 
+z is semijnite 0 p = 0. (**I 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1.11 that the map x + #z is homogeneous, 
additive and 
-t? \(4’ =s- 5% GC, x, 4’ E &I+ 
“ri 7 x =+ A, 7 d, xi ) x E ii?I+ 
x 4 #z is surjective: 
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If w E “1: , then by [15, Theorem 5.41 w is of the form w = T(X) for a positive 
selfadjoint operator affiliated with AZ. By the preceding remark, we may regard 
x as an element of ii?l+ . 
Let + be a normal weight on M. Since $ is the sum of bounded normal func- 
tionals C# = xzE, wi , and each wi is of the form wi = T(x~*), we have C$ = T(K) 
where .x = x,EI xi E ii?+. Hence x + C& is surjective. x + +s is injectiwe: 
6, = 9, * A44 = A/(4 VaEiiTl+ 
=e- 4aw = 9a(Y) Vu E $I+ 
* 44 = W(Y) VW E n!f; 
ax=y 
Similar calculations give 
and 
Hence (1) is proved. (2): Let x E fi+ with spectral resolution x = Jr h de, + c+ 
putx, =S~hdeA+n.p,then&/ $,forn-+co. 
For any projection 4 E M we get: 
Ml) = 0 - h”(d = 0 tin E N 
* 4F%4) = 0 Vn E N 
- suPP(Xn) I 4 Vn E N 
=-q<e, 
Hence supp(&) = 1 - e, . In particular & is faithful iff e, = 0. This proves (*). 
By [15, Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 5.121 the map x --f T(x.) is a bijection of 
the set of positive selfadjoint operators affiliated with M onto the set of semi- 
finite weights on M. 
Since the set of positive selfadjoint operators corresponds to the set of x E a+ 
for which p = 0 in their spectral resolution, we have proved (M). 
Remark on the dejinition of a+ . The extended positive part ii?l+ of a von 
Neumann algebra M can be considered as the “set of weights” on the predual 
M, . In [8] we proved that for a weight C$ on a von Neumann algebra the following 
conditions are equivalent 
(1) 4 is completely additive 
(2) 4 is u-weakly lower semicontinuous. 
580/32/2-s 
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Analogously we can prove that if m is a map 32: -+ [0, co], such that 
(a) m(h+) = Am(+) 4 E M;t , X > 0 
then m is lower semicontinuous (i.e. m E ii]+). The proof is based on a reduction 
to the corresponding problem for weights: 
We may assume that M acts on a Hilbert space H. Put fi(+) = m(+ 1 M), 
$ E B(H): . Then rii is a map B(H): -+ [0, 001 satisfying (a) and (b). By Propo- 
sition 1.9 m is lower semicontinuous iff m is lower semicontinuous. Hence it 
is enough to treat the case M = B(H). It is no loss of generality to assume that 
m(4) > 114 I\,$ E B(H):, because if this is not the case, we can instead consider 
m’(+) = m(4) + 4(l). For any positive trace class operator x on H we let #x 
be the positive normal functional defined by & = tr(x.). Define a map 
w: B(H)+ -+ [0, co] by 
w(x) = I 4AJ 
x trace class 
co otherwise. 
Clearly w is a weight on B(H), and w > tr. Let (x& be a family of positive 
operators, such that x = Cis, x, is bounded. If tr(x) = co, then.C,,, tr(x,) = 
+ co. Therefore 
If tr(x) < 03, then & tr(xi) < CO. Therefore xi # 0 for at most countably 
many i E I. Hence 
This proves that w is completely additive and hence a-weakly lower semi- 
continuous by [8]. Let (I&&N be a sequence of positive normal functionals which 
converges to 4 E B(H): and let (x,),,~ and x be the corresponding trace class 
operators. Then I] x, - x ]I1 + 0 (11 y II1 = tr(l y I). In particular x, + x u-weakly. 
Therefore 
which proves that m is lower semicontinuous. 
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2. OPERATOR VALUED WEIGHTS 
Let M and N be von Neumann algebras, NC M. A conditional expectation 
from M to N is a positive linear map E: M --f N satisfying 
(1) C(1) = 1 
(2) c(axb) = a,(x) b XEM a,bEN 
Throughout the paper we shall only consider normal conditional expectations i.e. 
(3) xz f x =-s 4%) 7 44, xi , x selfadjoint. 
Using the identity a*xb = &J&s ?(a + Pb)* x(a + ikb) it is easily seen 
that (2) is equivalent to 
(2’) E(a*Xa) = a*E(x) a XEM, aEN. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras NC M. An 
operator valued weight from AZ to N is a map T: M+ ---f fi+ which satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(1) T(hx) = AT(x) h > 0, x E M+ 
(2) T(x + Y> = T(x) + T(Y) x,y~M+ 
(3) T(a*xa) = a*T(x) a XEM+, aEN 
Moreover we say that T is normal if 
(4) Xi f x => T(xi) f T(X) Xi,XEM,. 
In analogy with ordinary weights we put 
no = {x E M I II T(x*x)ll < co} 
mT = n$tT = span{x*y 1 x,y e nT} 
It is easy to verify that 
(i) mT = span@ E M+ I II TWII =c m> 
(ii) mT and nT are twosided modules over N 
(iii) T has a unique linear extension ?“: mT + N which satisfies 
T(axb) = aI!- b xEm,, a,bEN 
In particular if T(1) = 1, then p is a conditional expectation from M to N. 
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DEFIKITION 2.2. \ve say that T is faithful if T(.t*s) = 0 =. s = 0 and 
semiJinite if t+ is a-weakly dense in M. We let P(M) (resp. P(N)) denote the 
set of nfs. weights on M (resp. N), and the set of n.f.s. operator valued weights 
from rli to 11’ is denoted P(M, X). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let T be a normal operator valued weight from M to iii. 
If q5 is a normal weight on N, then 4 a T is a normal weight on M (here C$ is extended 
to fi+ as in Proposition 1.11). If 4 E P(N) and T E P(M, N) then 4 0 T E P(M). 
Proof. The only non-trivial statement is that 4 semifinite implies 4 o T 
semifinite. Let x en, , then T(s*x) E N+ . Since + is semifinite there exists 
a net (aJzE1 in n, such that a, + 1 strongly. 
Since 
4 o T(aTx*xa,) = 4(uzT(x*x) a,) < 11 T(x*x)l/+(a:ai) < 00 
we have that ~a, E n,,, is strongly dense in nr , which is dense in N. 
Remark 2.4. Any normal operator valued weight T: M+ --f N+ has a unique 
normal extension to a map &?I+ -+ -Q+ satisfying (l)-(4) in Definition 2.1. 
(Same proof as in Proposition 1.11). Hence if M, N and R are von Neumann 
algebras R C N C M and S: M, + fi+ , T: N+ - R, are normal operator 
valued weights, then T o S is a well defined normal operator valued weight from 
M to R. By the arguments of the preceding proof one gets that S E P(M, N) and 
T E P(N, R) implies that T 0 S E P(M, N). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let M and N be won Neumann algebras, NC ICI, and let 
T E P(M, N). Then 
(I) p(m,) is a a-weakly dense twosided ideal in N. 
(2) If T is extended to a map from ii?+ to N+ as in the preceding remark, 
thfx? 
T(fi+) = N+ . 
Proof. (1) T(mr) . 1s a twosided ideal in N because 
aT(x) b = p(axb) xErn=, a, bEN. 
Let p be the maximal projection in the a-weak closure of T(q). Note that 
p E Z(N) (center of N). Assume now that p # 1. 
Since nr is u-weakly dense in M, there exists x E nr such that X( 1 - p) f 0. 
Hence 
(1 - p) X*X( 1 - p) E m,-\(O) 
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and since T is faithful, it follows that: 
T((1 - p) x*x(1 - p)) = (1 - p) T(x*x)(l - p) E (1 - p) N\(O). 
This contradicts that p(mr) Cp . N. Hence p = 1. 
(2) By [7, Chap. 1, Section 3 Corollary 5 de Theorem 21 any y E N+ has 
the formy = Czs, Txi where (x~)?~, is a family of elements in AZ+ . 
Let z~fi+. By Corollary 1.6 there exists a sequence yn E N+ such that. 
yn 7 z. Put zr = yr , and z,, = yn - yn-r for II > 2. Then y = Cz=;,y, . 
Each yn has the form &,, Tx,~ , .Q f M+ . Therefore y = T(~~==,& xnJ, 
where T is extended to M+ as in Remark 2.4. Hence T maps a+ onto fi+ . 
LEMMA 2.6. Let M, N be van Neumann algebras, N C M and let T be a 
normal operator valued weight on N. If there exists a n.f.s. weight z+4 onN such that 
4 0 T is a n. f.s. weight on M, then T is faithful and semifitlite. 
Proof. If x 3 0 then TX = 0 3 4(x) = 4 0 T(x) = 0 3 x = 0. Hence T 
is faithful. The set m,+ = {x E AZ+ I+(x) < co} is #-weakly dense in M+ , Let 
x E mm+ and let 
TX = s 
m h de, + cop 
0 
be the spectral resolution of TX. Since #(TX) < 00 we have p = 0. 
Therefore e,xe, -+ x u-weakly for a + 00 and T(e,xe,) = e,T(x) e, = 
6 h deA is bounded. Hence my is u-weakly dense in M, which proves that T 
is semifinite. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let M and N be semifinite von Neumann algebras, NC M, and let 
TV and 72 be n.f.s. traces on M and N respectively. There is a unique n. f.s. operator 
valued weight CD, from M to N such that 71 = 7p 0 @. 
Proof. For x E A!+ the map y -+ ~r(x . y), y E N+ is a normal weight on N. 
Hence by Theorem 1.12 there exists a unique Q(x) E fl+ such that 
T,(X * y) = T@(X) . Y) QY EN+ (*) 
By Theorem 1.13 the map x --f @p(x) is homogeneous, additive and normal. 
Let a E N, then by Proposition 1.11 (4) for any a E N: 
Tl((axa*) . y) = 7Jx . (a*ya)) 
= T~(@(x) * (a*yu)) = 7z((a!D(x) a*) * y) 
Hence @(axa*) = a@(x) a*, which proves that @ is an operator valued weight 
from M to N. 
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As a special case of (*) we get 
T1(N) = T2 0 CD(x) vx E M+ . 
By Lemma 2.6 @J is semifinite and faithful. 
Assume that T is another operator valued weight such that r1 = 72 0 T, 
then for x E iV+ and a E N+ : 
~~(a’/~( TX) al’*) = -r2 0 T(~~/~xa~/*) = 71(u1/2xu1/2) 
or equivalently 
T%(U . (TX)) = rI(u . x) 
Hence by the definition ,of @ it follows that @ = T. 
Theorem 2.7 will be generalized in [lo, Theorem 5.11. 
Remark. Let M be a semifinite von Neumann algebra, and Z(M) its center. 
Choose n.f.s. traces 71 and 72 on M and Z(M) respectively. Then the operator 
valued weight @ in Theorem 2.7 is a central valued trace on M in the sense of 
[7, Chap. III]. 
DEFINITION 2.8. Let T be a normal operator valued weight from M to N. 
Since T is normal, there is a biggest projection 4 E M such that T(q) = 0. 
We call 1 - 4 the support of T, and denote it [T]. Since T(u*xu) = u*T(r) u 
for any unitary u E N the support of T is a projection in the relative 
cornmutant NC = N’ n n/I. 
Let (T& be a family of operator valued weights. We say that (TJiel is 
faithful if Ti(x*x) = 0 for any i E I implies that x = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras, NC 111. If there 
exists a faithful family of normal conditional expectations from M to N, then 
P(M, N) is not empty. 
Proof. Choose a maximal family (TJ,,, of non-zero bounded normal operator 
valued weights from M to N, with mutually orthogonal supports. Assume that 
Q = 1 - x [TJ =+ 0 
&I 
then by the assumptions there exists a normal conditional expectation E: M + N 
such that c(q) # 0. Since q E NC the map x + c(qxq) is a non-zero bounded 
normal operator valued weight from M to N with support less than q. This 
contradicts the maximality of ( T,),GI . Hence &[ [Tj] = 1. Put T(x) = 
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xcel T*(x), then T is a normal faithful operator valued weight from M to N. 
T is also semifinite, because T([T,]) = T,(l) is bounded for any i EI. 
Remark. The operator valued weight T constructed in the preceding proof 
is semifinite on NC = N’ n M. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let M and N be won Neumann algebras, N C M, then 
P(M, N) is non-empty in the following cases: 
(1) N is the center of M 
(2) M N N OR, where R is a subalgebra of the relative cornmutant 
NC = N’ n M. 
(3) N is a direct sum of type I factors. 
Proof. We check that the conditions of Proposition 2.9 are satisfied. (1) If 
the center is o-finite, then it follows from [13, Theorem I] that the general 
case can easily be reduced to this case by writing M in the form I:, M, where 
each Mi has u-finite center. (2) Follows from [12, Lemma 2.51. (3) Let (pi),, 
be the minimal projections in the center of N. Since piN is a type I factor, 
there is a normal conditional expectation Ed from piMpi to p,N, for each i E I. 
(cf. [19, Theorem 51. 
Put 
‘Cx) = 1 4PixPi) 
iEI 
Then E is a normal conditional expectation from M to N. Moreover it is not 
hard to show that there is a faithful family of conditional expectations of this 
form. 
Recently some examples of “generalized conditional expectations” have 
occurred in literature. (cf. [5, Chap. II] and [14]). It is natural to ask: under 
which conditions can such maps be extended to normal operator valued weights. 
For instance, can the following be used ? 
Problem 2.11. Let M, N be von Neumann algebras N C M, and let m C M 
be a a-weakly dense *subalgebra of 11/1, such that m = span(m+), N . m C m 
and m . N C m. Let S be a linear map from m to N with the following properties: 
(1) S(axb) = aS(x) b, x E m, a,bEN. 
(2) If C&I is an increasing net in m+ , that satisfies sup 11 xi I/ < CO 
and sup I/ SX, 11 < CO then sup xi E m, and S(sup xi) = sup(Sx,). 
Does a normal operator valued weight T exist from M+ to fi+ , such that 
S = T ? If yes, is T unique ? 
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3. ANALYTIC EXTENSIONS OF THE ONE PAR-METER GROUPS c$*” 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let t + ut be a u-weakly continuous one parameter group of 
isometries of a von Neumann algebra M, and let ai E @. If Im a: > 0 we define ua to 
be an operator on the set D(u,) of those x E i&’ for which the map t - (I~\: can be 
extended to a u-weakly continuous functionf,(cr) on the strip 0 ,< Im u” < Im OL, 
analytic in the interior of the strip. Such an extension is unique, and we put 
uo,r = f,(a), x E D(uu). For Im IIY. < 0 we define a, analogously. 
From [ 1, Theorem 2.41 it follows that U, , a E 6: are closed densely defined 
operator on M (equipped with u-weak topology). Moreover 
U&U% c “a+% %BE@ 
URU% = U,,% (Im a)(Im /3) > 0. 
-1 u-, = u, UEC 
The operator u+ is called the analytic generator of the one parameter group. 
Two one parameter groups coincide iff they have the same analytic generator 
(cf. [l, Theorem 4.41). 
Let +, 4 be two n.f.s. weights on a von Neumann algebra M, and let r;l, 
be the factor of type 12. On M @ F2 one considers the weight 
where (eii)z,, = 1,2 is the natural basis for the 2 x 2-matrices. According 
to [6] there exists a a-weakly continuous one parameter group t - u$'," of 
isometries on M, such that 
q”(x @ e,,) = u:*“(x) @ e,, . 
Moreover 
where (D$: 04) is Connes cocycle Radon Nikodym derivative. In particular 
5 Qd = u 6 
The fillowing theorem provides an algebraic characterization of the analytic 
generators of the one parameter groups utVd, +,# E P(M). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be a won Neumann algebra, and let 4, #E P(M). For 
a, b E M the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (a, 6) 6 G(u”;“) 
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(2) anf C n$ , n,b Cn, and 
+(a~) = +(xb) for any x E n$n, . 
(G( .) means the graph of the operator). 
For the proof we need a lemma essentially due to A. Connes [4]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 4, 4 be n.f.s. weights on a von Neumann algebra M. Let 
a E M and k E R, . The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) #(a -a*) d 4 
(2) %a* 6 n,M 4(xa*)ll < k II 4&)lI, x E nm 
(3) u E D(o~;$) and I! u”;%(a)11 < k. 
If $ = # and (l)-(3) are satis$ed, then 
Proof. (1) -2 (2) is trivial. 
(1) 0 (3) If 4 = (CI this equivalence follows from [4, Lemma 7 (a)] with 
trivial modifications. For the general case consider as usual the weight 19 on 
M@F2: 
Put ci = a @ ezl and let i = ,Ec,~ @ e,, be a positive element in M @ F2 . 
An elementary calculation gives 
Hence 
#(axa*) < k’%+(x) vx E M, 
o O(C%*) < k20(Z) V3i; E (M @ F,), 
- ci E D(O!p,2) and II &,2(4ll < k 
0 a E D(Qy2) and II o%2(a)ll G k. 
For the last implication we have used that 
~~~(2) = ~$“(a) @ e2r , tE I?% 
This completes the proof of (1) + (3). 
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The equation 
is proved in [4, Lemma 7(b)]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Assume first that 4 = 4. 
(1) = (2) Put ut = ut*. Assume that (a, b) E G(u-i). Then a E D(u& 
and b E D(o+~,~) and u-,/a(u) = u+,,,(b). 
Since Us = Us* t E R, .2 E M we get 
x* E D(u,) 0 x E D(0,). 
In particular b* E D(u-~~~). Hence by Lemma 3.3 ~a* C rz, (or equivalently 
an: C ni) and n,b _C n, . 
Note that this implies that a (resp. b) is a left (resp. right) multiplier on m, , 
such that both 4(a~) and $(xb) make sense for any x E m, . For x E mm+ we get 
using Lemma 3.3 twice: 
f#+zx) = (Ad(X”‘) I A,(x%*)) 
= PL(x1’2) I JmG&) l64(~‘“>) 
= (4~‘“) I M+,,(b) JJW2>) 
= (J&7--i/2(6*) J&ld(X’/“) ( A&J’*)) = (L&(x”“q I &(xl’“)) = #(x@. 
Since m, = span(m,+) we get (2). 
(2) +- (1) Let (rd, W,) be the representation associated with 4. It is well 
known that 6l! = /I,(n, n r.$) is an achieved left Hilbert algebra. Let 6I?, C @G 
be the maximal Tomita algebra equivalent to 6Y. (cf. [2, Lemma 2.71). As usual 
we let S, be the closure of the involution cl,(x) + &(x*), x in,+ n K$ , and 
Fd = Sz . 
Let 6,~ E CY,, , and put x = nC(~*~) = rr[(v)* ~~(6). Obviously x E m, . 
Let a E M be a left multiplier on nz , then 
A similar calculation gives for 6 E M, b right multiplier on Q : 
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Hence if (a, b) satisfies (2) then 
By the substitution 5, = Tb, 5, = [# one has equivalently 
For a~ @ we put 
fi& is a sesquilinear form on 6&, x Oc, . For t E R: 
Using the Phragmen-Lindeliif principle (cf. [20], p. 93)) one gets 
Hence there exists X(CY) E B(H) such that 
It is easily seen that (Y --f x(a) is u-weakly continuous on the strip 
Im 01 E [- 1, 0] and analytic in the interior. Moreover x(t) = uf(u) E M and 
x(t - ;) = u,*(b) E M for t E R. This implies that X(CY) E AT for any 01 in the 
strip, and thus (a, b) E G(u!,) by the definition of u: . 
Now we return to the general case. Define 0 on M @F, as in the preceding 
lemma. Let a, b E M and put d = a @ e2i, 6 = 6 @ e,, . Obviously 
(a, b) E G(uff) iff (Z, g) E G(u~~). Hence by the first part of the proof 
Using that ng = n, @ err + n, @ er2 + n, @ e,, + n* @ ez2 an easy cal- 
culation gives: 
and 
n,b”Cn, on,bCn, 
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Hence e(Z) = O(.&) Vi E m, is equivalent to: 
This completes the proof. 
As a special case of Theorem 3.2 one has: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let 4, # be positive, normal, faithful functionals on a von 
Neumann algebra 111. Then (a, b) E G(@) zf #(ax) = #xb) for any x E hf. 
4. MODULAR PROPERTIES OF OPERATOR VALUED WEIGHTS 
Let E be a normal, faithful, conditional expectation of a von Neumann algebra 
M onto a sub-von Neumann algebra N. In [17] and [3] M. Takesaki and A. 
Connes have proved: 
(1) u~“yx) = q”(x) XEN +EP(N) 
(2) (D# 0 E: 04 0 E)~ = (D#: D#)t 494 E W) 
Using the identity 
u:*“(x) = (D+ D+)t o:(x) 
(1) and (2) can be expressed in the single equation: 
(3) u:““-(X) = &“(x), XEN, +,$EP(N) 
In this section we will generalize (1) and (2) to normal, faithful, semifinite 
operator valued weights. This will be done by proving that the analytic generator 
of @r*“‘r coincides with the analytic generator of @” on D(cI~;~). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let t + ot be a u-weakly continuous one parameter group 
of isometries of a von Neumann algebra M. 
(a) An element .X E 112 is andytic (with respect to ut) if the map t ---f U~Z: 
has an analytic extension to an entire function from @ to M. 
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(b) x E A!l is of exponential type if x is analytic, and there exists a constant 
c > 0 such that 
sup 11 (3,x 11 e-c’rmu’ < cc 
USC 
LEMMA 4.2. The set M,,,,, of elements of exponential type is mveakly dense 
in M. 
Proof. For a > 0 we let F, denote the analytic function 
F&4 = 
1 - cos az 
Taz2 ’ 
.2EC, a > 0. 
Regarded as a real function F, is the Fejer-kernel used in the theory of Fourier 
integrals. In particular FJs), s E IF! is an approximating unit in the sense that 
F,(s) > 0, 
and 
I 
m F,(s) ds = 1 
-02 
(*) 
lim 
I m 0-m -m F,(s) 46) ds = 4(O) 
for any continuous bounded function 4 on [w. 
We shall need the following estimate: 
I m 1 F,(s + it)( ds < eaiti tER. -m 
(**) 
(***> 
To prove (*;I;*) put 
&(X) = j;1’2 
The Fourier-Plancherel transformed of 4, can be extended to an entire function 
&(z) = (2.rr)-ri2 J-1 &(x) e-izz dx = (2/rra)112 sin($ar) z-l, z E @. 
Moreover &,(z)~ is equal to F,(z). Since 
&(s + it) = (2~)--l/~ 1-1 &(x) etre--LSz, dx 
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it follows from Plancherel’s theorem that 
1 
s 
ai2 
=- $tx dx < ealtl 
a --a/B 
Hence (***) is proved. 
For x E AI put 
x, = s m F,(s) usx ds, a > 0. -co 
We will show that x, is of exponential type, and that X, - x o-weakly for a -+ co. 
For tER: 
qx, = 
I 
rr. 
-* 
F,(s) us+gc ds = srn F,(s - t) up ds. 
--oo 
One can easily check that the function 
is analytic from C to III. Hence X, is an analytic element and 
0,x, = 
s 
Cc F,(s - a) a$ ds VCLEC. 
-02 
By (***) we get 
II us, II ,< ea”ma’ll x II 
which proves that x, is of exponential type for any a > 0. For 4 E M, we have 
by (*): 
+a - 4 = j-m F,(s) d(s) +8x - 4 ds. --m 
Since s ---f $(a~ - X) is continuous and bounded we get by (M) that 
4(x= - X) + 0 for a + co. Therefore X, -+ x u-weakly for a + co. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let t + ut be a u-weak continuous group of isometrics of a son 
Neumunn algebra ill, and let B = CT+ be tke analytic generator. For x E M: 
(1) x is analytic zr x E fin,, D(B”) 
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(2) x is of exponential type z&f x E nlasz D(B”) and there exists a constant 
c > 0 suck that sup,,x 11 Bnx 11 e-clnl < to. 
Proof. (1) is trivial because Bn = uetn , n E Z. 
(2) Assume that x E nnPz D(B”) and K = sup,,r jl Bnx (1 e-clnl < co. 
By a sharpened form of the Phragmen-Lindeliif principle known as the “three 
line theorem” (cf. [20, p. 931) it follows that the function 
t - II *,tx II = SUP II Us+dtX II SOB 
has convex logaritm. 
Therefore 
implies that 
Hence \I a,+,,~ 11 = I/ QX II < KeGIt/, s + it E C, which proves that x is of expo- 
nential type. The converse implication is trivial. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras NC M, and let utl 
and ut2 be u-weakly continuous one parametm groups of isometrics of M and N 
respectively. 
If uyi C uli then u$(x) = q"(x) Vx E N Vt E R. 
Proof. Let B, and B, be the analytic generators of utl and ut2 respectively. 
Assume that B, C B, . By Lemma 4.3 it is easily seen that if x E N is of expo- 
nential type with respect to ut2 then it is also of exponential type with respect 
to ~~1. Moreover 
1 2 u.+&x = u-inx XEN~=*, nEZ. 
For a given XE NeXp C MeXp the difference u,lx - u,~x, (Y E C satisfies an 
inequality of the form 
II ualx - u,*x II d 6 exp(c2 I Im 0~ I> Cl , c2 > 0. 
Hence by Carlson’s lemma (cf. [l, Proposition 1.31) 
u,lx = 0,2x, xeNexp a~@. 
In particular utlx = utpx, x E NeXp , t E R. Since Nexp is u-weakly dense in N 
the lemma is proved. 
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Remark. The method used in Lemma 4.24.4 would provide a simple proof 
for the fact that a uniformly bounded continuous one parameter group of 
operators on a Banach space is determined by its analytic generator (cf. [I, 
Theorem 4.41). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let M, N be van Neumann algebras, NC M. Let T be a n.f.s. 
operator valued weight from M to N, and let T be the associated linear map mT ---f N. 
We dejine a linear map R from m, @I Fz to N @ F, by 
(F2 = 2 x 2-matrices over C). Then 
(1) mT @ Fg is a two sided module over N @ F, and 
R(axb) = aR(x) b, xEmT @Fz a,bEN@F? 
(2) mT @ F, is spanned by its positive part. For 
xEm,@F,:x > 0 a R(x) 3 0. 
Proof. (1) follows from an elementary calculation. 
(2) It follows from the polarization identity and the formula mT @) F, = 
(nT @ F*)*(n, @ F2) that m, @ F2 is spanned by its positive part. 
For 4 E N, we put 0 = 4 @ tr and g = (4 0 T) @ tr, where tr is the trace 
on F2 . Note that 
B(x) < 00 for any x E (mr OF,), . 
Hence mg contains span(mT 0 F2)+ = mr @ Fz . 
ForxEq OF,, x = Zxij @ eij we get 
tqx) = #I 0 T(Xll) + 4 0 T(+) = e @ R(x). 
Assume now that x E m, @F, and x 2 0. Let (rre , He , [e) be the represen- 
tation induced by the functional 8 on N OF, . For any a E N @ Fz : 
(T@(X)) at0 Ia&J = @*R(x) 4 
= e 0 R(a*xa) 
= &a*xa) > 0. 
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Hence r,@(x)) > 0. Since {$ @ tr ] $ E N,) is a separating family of states on 
N OFa we conclude that R(x) > 0. 
Remark. In [lo, Section 51 we will be able to define the tensor product of 
two n.f.s. operator valued weights. Using this, it can be proved that the map R 
in Lemma 4.5 has the form R = s where S is the operator valued weight T @ i 
from M @ Fz to N @F, (i = identity on FJ. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let M and N be van Neumann algebras, NC M, $, 4 E P(N) 
and T E P(M, N). Put 6 = 4 o T, 6 = # 0 T. If x E (n6 n n,)*(q n nT) then 
2% E nfn* . 
Proof. Note first that TX makes sense because x E nfn, = mr . It is enough 
to consider the case where x has the form x = y*z, y E n& n nr , z E n$ n nT . 
Put r I i1 = y*y, xi2 = y*z = x, xai = z*y, xsa = z*z. Then x” = .Zxij @ 
e,Em,OF,.Moreover~bObecausef=(yOe,,+zOe,,)*(yOe,,+ 
x @ e,,). Put R(3) = Z!‘(xij) @ eij . By the Lemma 4.5 (2) R(f) 3 0. Define 
a weight 8 on N @ F2 by 
then B(R(I)) = +( TX,,) + I+( TX’,,) = & y*y) + &z*z) < co. Hence R(Z) E mg .
However, mB has the form 
Considering the e,,-komponent of R(i) it follows that 
TX = TX,, E nm*n, . 
THEOREM 4.7. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras, NC M, and let 
T E P(M, N), then 
(1) a~“(~) = q”(x) 4 E P(N), x E N 
(2) (Dt,h o T: D$ o T)t = (04: Dc$)~ 4, # E P(N), t E Iw. 
Proof. Since (D& D$)t = @“(l) it is enough to prove that 
us”*““’ = c$~(x) +, # E P(N), x E N, t E If%. 
By Lemma 4.4 this can be done by proving that 
580/32/2-6 
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It might be instructive first to treat the case where 4, $ and T are bounded: 
Let a, b E N. Then by corollary 3.4: 
(a, 6) E G(u?:) 
3 l&w) = c#(xb) vx E iv 
3 l&7(Tx)) = $((Tx) 6) VXEM 
3 $4 0 Tyux) = q5 0 T(x6) vx E Ill 
a (a, 6) E G(u”;~*‘“~). 
Let us return to the general case, TEP(M,N)+,~,~EP(N). Put 4 ==$a T, 
r$ = 4 o T and let (a, 6) E G(@t). Since a E D(cr!;$) and b E D(u$~a) or 
equivalently b* E D(a$$) since @(b*) = a:++(b)*, t E R. It follows from 
Lemma 3.3 that for some k > 0: 
+(uxa*) < I?$@) and 
Taking increasing limits we obtain that these inequalities are also valid for 
x E fi+ . Hence 
&uxu*, < kg(x) and z&b*&) < k’$(x) x E Icf+ . 
Again by Lemma 3.3 n6u* C no (* ani C n;) and n$ C n4 . Moreover 
We shall prove that (a, b) E G!$. By Theorem 3.2 it is sufficient to prove that 
$(ux) = &x6) x E n$ns; . 
Consider first an element x,, of the form x0 = y*z, where ya E n& n nr and 
z, E ns n n, . Using that ngu* C no and that nr is a right module over N we get 
UX, = (you*)* z, E (n$ n n,)*(ny n nT) C spar@,+ n q+). 
Similarly 
xab = yo*(z&) E span(mr+ n q+) 
It follows from Lemma 4.6 that x,, E mr and TX,, E nfnl . 
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Since (a, b) E G(@) we get by Lemma 3.3 that 
However, for any normal weight w on N, w o p coincides with the linear extension 
of the weight w 0 T on span (mrf n mwfOr). Therefore 
ama, =&xov (***) 
Let now x =y*z, yEn6, aEn&. Since 4 0 T( y*y) < 00. We have p = 0 
in the spectral resolution of T( y*y). Hence 
T(y*y) = J’= X de,, . 
0 
For any s > 0 we have ye, E no n nr because 
T(e,y*ye,) = e,T(y*y) e, = 
J 
.’ h deA 
0 
is bounded and 
Moreover 
II 4(x, - u>W = 4~ 0 T((ye, - H*(ye, -Y)) 
= dK1 - 4 T(Y*Y)(~ - 41 
=+(lshde,)--+O for s--t co 
s 
Similarly T(z*z) has a spectral resolution of the form 
T(z*z) = Iorn h dfA 
where zfs E TZJ n nT for s > 0 and 
II 4kfs - 41” - 0 for s--t co. 
Using (*) we get A$( ye,a*) + A$( ya*) for s + co. Hence 
&4 = G%&Yu*> I 4+)) = F+z &(resa*) I 4fikfd 
= ~+~A~GT~J). 
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Similarly using (**): 
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From (***) with x,, = e,xjs = (re,)*(zf), it follows that 
&zx) = &x-b). 
By linearity the formula is valid for any s E n& . Hence (a, 6) E G(c@.~*~“~ z )* 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let IIf, h’ be von Neumann algebras, NC AT, and let 
T1 , T, E P(A2, N). If+ 0 T1 = 4 0 T2 f or some n.f.s. weight C$ on N, then T1 = T2 . 
Proof. Let # E P(N) then by Theorem 4.7 
(D# o T, : W 0 T,), = (D#: D+)t = (D# o T, : D# o T,), 
Hence by [3, Theorem 1.2.41 4 0 T, = # 0 T, for any n.f.s. weight on N. 
Let CJJEM*+. Choose a normal semifinite weight -Y with support 1 - [w] 
where [w] is the support of w. The weight 4 = S + w is a n.f.s. weight on N. 
Moreover 
W(Y) = VCJI v[wl) Vy E N, . 
Taking increasing limits we get 
W(Y) = NW1 YbJl) vJl E iiT+ . 
Hence for x E AI1 : 
w 0 T,(x) = #([WI Td-4[~1) = # 0 Tdk~l +JI) 
= # 0 T,([w] x[w]) = w 0 Ii,(s). 
Thus T,(x) and T2(x) define the same function on Ml i.e. T,(x) = T2(x), 
VXEAI+. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let M and N be von Aieumann algebras, N C &I, let 4 E P(N) 
and T E P(M, N). Then 
TO a;‘=(x) = O: o T(x), x E M+ . 
In particular the set m, is o~T-invariant. 
Proof. Note first that utb has a natural extension to fi+ given by (w, u~~.x> =
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< w o ujQ, x) x E fl+ . Put Tl = oTt 0 T 0 $“. Tl is a normal operator valued 
weight M+ -+ fi+ , because Vx E M+ Vu E N: 
T,(axa*) = & 0 T 0 0 ~“‘(axa*) 
= oft 0 T(q’(a) of”‘(x) ot6(a)*) 
= &(q”(a) T($‘(x)) a:(a)*) 
= UT,(x) a* 
where we have used that q* and c$‘“’ coincide on N. It is easy to check that Tl 
is normal semifinite and faithful. Moreover 
+ o Tl = 4 0 umt o T 0 of”‘= (4 o T) o of’“’ = .# o T. 
Hence by Lemma 4.8 Tl = T. Thus 
T 0 c$“‘(x) = u; o T(x) VxsM+. 
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